
EXPLAIN HOW VARIABLES FROM THE BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT MAY

INFLUENCE THE OPERATIONS OF THE ORGANISATION

Internal factors of business environment - business understanding . workers, an effective operational and organizational
system, make sure that . change in competitive market, your company may be negatively influenced.

For example, the company is targeting the Chinese shoppers directly by launching a site in China. In other
words, the better your infrastructure, the more opportunities for your company to perform successfully. Even
banks are asked to ignore them while extending credit. India has a mixed economy with clear-cut Industrial
Policy. No company can survive without having capital resources. Still on the economic aspect, it is
undeniable that all business and non-business organizations felt the impact of the economic crisis, which
rocked the whole world. The size of the industrial unit should be in accordance with the provisions and
stipulations of the Policy. Such encouragements are denied to non-priority sectors. CEO takes financial capital
to invest in not only tangible goods such as factories, machines, tools and other productive equipment to
produce an output but also intangible resources such as marketing, employee training, etc. The business
enterprises should constantly watch the developments taking place and make necessary adjustments in their
production and marketing plans and strategies to fulfill the new social demands. Positive economy condition
can be favorable for business development and adverse ones may generate negative consequences such as
narrow down business scale, capital shortage or even bankrupt. A variety of labels are used to distinguish the
company garments from imitations. For example. Internal: Employees and Managers Unless you're a
one-person show, your employees are a major part of your company's internal environment. Among them
some most outstanding and important factors need to listed are current economic situation, laws, surrounding
infrastructure, and customer demands. Nevertheless, training of staff is an essential aspect of good business
management, and even in difficult financial circumstances is an achievable strategy. Indian population is
highly heterogeneous with varied religions, languages, castes and creeds. How restrictive are the regulations
for foreign businesses, including foreign ownership of business property and taxation? In addition, there is
price and distribution control over a number of commodities. Technology The application of technology can
stimulate growth under capitalism or any other economic system. When your cash resources are too limited, it
affects the number of people you can hire, the quality of your equipment, and the amount of advertising you
can buy. Besides, it also acts as a competitor and as a customer. They also need to understand the influences of
changes in the industry environment. These forces include customers, creditors, competitors, government,
socio-cultural organizations, and political parties, national and international organizations. In general, the
employees can be either a strength or weakness of the company depending on the level of practical skills,
attitudes toward work, performance and so on. Economic condition or the health of the national economy
implies the consideration of many elements namely, the stage of development, economic resources, the level
of income, the distribution of wealth and income etc. If one element brings positive effects to company, it is
considered as strength. The lower the demand as portrayed in line two the lower the level of returns attained.
Knowing how internal and external environmental factors affect your company can help your business thrive.
A cutthroat culture where every employee competes with one another creates a different environment from a
company that emphasizes collaboration and teamwork. Managers have to be good at handling lower-level
employees and overseeing other parts of the internal environment. Related Posts. Examples are office
buildings, computers, furniture, fans, and air conditioners. The effect of climate change will not fall equally on
all nations and all businesses. Various multinational corporations came into being. Negative attitudes can
severely impact on the organisation's ability to implement strategies for development despite however
thorough the planning processes. It also includes the exact rulings and courts decision. For instance, tastes,
likes etc. People of all ages have a broader range of interests, defying traditional consumer profiles. He says as
follows. In India, cotton textile industries are located in Mumbai and Coimbatore regions due to favorable
climate. These are just a few ways the political and legal environment affect business decisions. Owners of an
organization may be an individual in the case of sole proprietorship business, partners in a partnership firm,
shareholders or stockholders in a limited company or members in a cooperative society. We have a dynamic i.


